
 

 

 

DOCTRA Template Tools  
for OpenText Content Server 
 

Summary 

The OpenText Content Server offers a wealth of document management functionality that already goes beyond what can be 
expected from a modern ECM system. On top of that Doctra offers add-on packages which make working with the OpenText 
Content Server even more efficient and flexible.  

These Add-Ons are developed and maintained by Doctra – driven by frequent customer requests. 

Doctra Extensions for the OpenText Content Server provide you with pre-packaged solutions that are developed and tested by 
experienced Content Server specialists. The modules are available for different Content Server versions with language packs for 
German (DE) and English (EN). 

The Add-Ons are offered as license packages including maintenance, making them future-proof and ready for upcoming OpenText 
Content Server versions. 

 

DOCTRA Template Tools 

OpenText Content Server provides a powerful tool for creating and managing templates with the built-in template mechanism. 
By using workspace templates the structure of workspaces can be uniformly defined and in addition the assignment of classifica-
tions and categories including attributes, can be used to build a document taxonomy. In addition, the assignment of authoriza-
tions can already be implemented uniformly via the template and the object life cycle can also be defined through assignment 
of Records Management -specific criteria. 

As technical requirements change over time, the templates can be adapted accordingly. However, in the Content Server Stand-
ard, the template changes only have an effect on newly added objects that are based on the changed template. The already 
existing workspaces are not affected by the template changes and remain unchanged. The Content Server Standard does not 
provide an automatic rollout of template changes to the workspace inventory. 

With the Template Tools module, Doctra now offers the possibility to roll out template changes into the existing workspace 
structure! This allows to quickly and easily standardize and update large workspace structures. Since the roll-out process for 
extensive structures can take some time, special attention was paid to the ability to restart the roll-out process. All changes to 
the structures are also recorded. 

The Doctra Template Tools offer: 

• available for binders and workspaces 

• roll out template changes into existing structures 

• add/rename/delete folders 

• add Records Management-specific settings 

• change of permissions 

• inherit the column display to certain workspace subfolders  

• inherit the attribute display order for binders 

• logging of changes  

  



 

 

 
Configuration of the Template Tools rollout mechanism 
 


